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ABSTRACT :- 

 

With the growth and development of mobile phone operating systems and hardware technology, 

security issues have become a major challenge. Currently, Android occupies a large portion of th

e smartphone operating system market. As the power and capabilities of these phones increase,

 their security vulnerabilities also increase, making them vulnerable to threats. A permission mod

el used by the Android operating system that allows Android applications to access smartphone i

nformation, device information, user data, and external resources. On Android, app developers 

must declare permissions. In order to run the Android application, users must accept certain per

missions. These permissions are verbal. If the user gives permission, the application can access

 data and resources at any time during installation. Again,not need to ask for permission. Androi

d operating system is vulnerable to various security attacks and vulnerabilities due to its weak se

curity. In this review, the author conducts aresearch on why the security of the Android operating

 system is so important, showing some of the needs of the Android operating system, as 

well as its security attacks and problems. Security measures are now in place to ensure security 

and ensure solutions are available. 

 

INTRODUCTION:- 

 

There are many types of mobile operating systems on the market. Android 

is one of the mobile operating systems that runs on the Linux kernel. 

Android operating system is open source and its source code is released 

under the Apache license. This code is used to control mobile devices by 

google  supported Java Android mobile applications built based on the Java 

 library  It is the main platform used to develop mobile applications using the 

software suite provided by Google.Platform security is better for Blackberry  

or J2ME.platforms. In general, programs cannot write or read each other's  

code. Android SDK. Android, with its Java language and class libraries, pro 
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vides Unix users with useful features such as shared memory, preemptive 

 multitasking identifiers (UIDs), and file permissions. In the first quarter of 20 

16, Android's market share was 84.1%, while iOS, BlackBerry, Windows  

and others were14.8%, 0.2%, 0.7% and 0.2% respectively.                                          Android is one of 

the most popular smartphone operating systems in  

the third quarter of 2016. 

There are 2.6 million applications in the Google Play Store.  

With a total of 2.1 billion smartphones based on the Android operating  

system sold, Android clearly has the largest market share compared to  

other mobile platforms. Apple created iOS (iPhone OS), which is only  

available on Apple devices such as iPhone, iPod and iPad touch. iOS is the 

 most popular operating system after Android. You installed software  

from an unknown source. In addition to the Google Play Store, Android  

users have a few other options. However, on iOS, these apps can only be  

installed from the AppStore. It is one of the biggest security problems in  

Android. Because there are many security vulnerabilities.            Several steps 

have been taken to resolve security related issues in the Android operating system and 

understand the current status of these issues. 

 

I.SECURITY AND SECURITY ISSUES IN ANDROID :- 

 

The security of the Android operating system is based on permission-

based control and control of access to critical resources by third 

party applications on Android. For developers, end users, and marketers,    this licensing technol

ogy is often criticized for poor license management     and auditing. Users can accept or reject al

l permission requests when         installing the app. It is easy for Android OS users to have their i

nformation   leaked, putting themselves at risk. Here, the main security attacks and       problems

 of the Android operating system will be discussed.[12] 

 

A. Spyware 

 

Spyware is one of the main causes of serious security problems in the       Android operating sys

tem. Spyware is a type of malware. When a user        installs a program from an unknown sourc

e and visits a malicious website,  the apk file will be downloaded immediately. You can install pro

grams on    Android from anonymous sources as well as the Google Play Store.[5] 

 

B. Plausible Attacks 

 

Obviously, critical resources can be accessed without seeking proper         authorization. It caus

es malicious programs to cooperate with other            programs. [6] 
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C. Information Leakage 

 

Information leakage occurs when a user provides resources without limitingperformance. Howev

er, the Android operating system's permission control 

cannot protect users' privacy and resources from malware. Leakage of       sensitive information 

puts equipment in a critical situation. This vulnerabilityis very easy to exploit because an attacker

 can access parts of the device   that store sensitive data. Leaked Android apps may store sensit

ive user      information in an unsecured location on the device or send device-

identifying information (such as app metadata such as network content) to  third parties. Providin

g user information in unsecured areas of the device  may result in the transmission of device-

identifying information, such as 

application metadata, as well as network content. Other malicious              programs on the sam

e device can access unsecured areas of the device.  The impact of Android device data leak is h

uge. According to the                 Information Security Agency's website, 58% of Android devices 

contain      private data and about 3% leak PII (Personally Identifiable Information). [19] 

 

D. Crashes 

 

From the user's perspective, the danger of crashes is real. The user uses   the same certificate t

o install applications and provide various permissions  that may or may not be important. Once i

nstalled, these applications can    use a shared UID to access all their resources and permission

s.[10] 

 

E. Denial of Service Attacks 

 

Excessive use of limited CPU, memory, battery power and networkbandwidth is the main target 

of DoS attacks. The number of mobile deviceconnecting to the Internet as a large network contin

ues to increase, which  could be a step in the development of DoS attacks. Since smartphones 

have less or no better protection than PCs, creators of malicious 

applications see them as a suitable platform for DoS attacks. 

 

F. Repackaging Practices 

 

Repackaging is one of the biggest security issues in the Android operating system. On the Andro

id platform, repackaging technology can hide dangerous code, just like traditional applications. S

ince the repackaged applicationworks the same as the original application, it is difficult to disting

uish the   malicious program from the valid program. Repackaging is a disassembly/ 

decompilation process that uses reverse engineering techniques to kill the .apk file and insert (inj

ect) malicious code into the main code. 

 

Repackaging:  

Use apktool to create files and use jar signer to sign repackaged files. 

Geimini and KungFu Trojans are examples of APK repackaged Trojans. 

Many legitimate Android applications may contain these Trojans. 
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II. Solutions/analysis :- 

 
Some security solutions have been proposed in the Android operating system 
and this section is divided into two groups. They are dynamic and static and 

can be used for vulnerability analysis, assessment , 
and discovery. The dynamic method takes a lot of time and is especially necessary in cases where the 
application is not open. The static approach is fast but needs to be managed 
negatively. Hybrid methods also exist that combine the limitations of static and 

dynamic methods.[17] 

 

A. RiskMon 

 

Author  requested RiskMon. Creates a risk assessment that  
includes appropriate behavior by linking operational and user  
expectations to application reliability. Figure 1 shows the basic  

architecture of RiskMon.RiskMon is a machine learning solution that  
solves this problem and provides the basis for continuous and 
automated risk assessment.Applications are an important part of the  
user framework.See. First, it records user expectations regarding  

applications installed on the device and evaluates the impact of group  
permissions on those applications.Based on data then collected from  
users 
Forms the basis for risk assessment of IT use. 

Finally, RiskMon ranks applications by interaction risk, which is  

measured as a variable in risk assessment.RiskMon is used without  
solving the interaction problem using Binder and the third equation.  
This indicates potential attack vectors that could bypass RiskMon.[16] 
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B. Kirin  

 
Author asked Kirin to perform security procedures before  
implementation, improper authorization practices, and request  
permission to find signatures. The main purpose of Kirin is to prevent  

the installation of malicious applications by using certificates for  
applications. Here, rules are interpreted as authorizations that are  
difficult, leading to abuse of authority and poor performance.  
Using this system during installation can help business owners instantly decide whether to ins

tall an application. 
Top Ranked Apps from the Official Android App Market 
They tested Kirin using 311 downloads apps. Qilin 
Detected 5 malicious apps with high security after testing. Figure 2 

shows the Kirinbased component and its software installer flow. They  
use a static scanning tool called Pscout to extract all special  
permissions of an Android app without modifying the app.[2] 
 

 
 
Figure 2: Kirin-based software installation process and components 
 
C. Crowdro 

 
Author proposed a framework for analyzing Android application  
behavior that can be used to identify applications with similar names  
and different models but different behavior. The crowdsourcing  

framework checks for misbehaving apps. Crowdroid is a  
behavior-based malware detection engine. [4] 
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D. Paranoid Android 
 

Author Paranoid Suggested security checks in Android. 
 The main feature of Paranoid Android is that the inspection process of  
the operator's device is sent to the remote control. The main reasons behind remote security c
hecks are lack of adequate computer hardware  

and insufficient battery usage. It works with a remote security server, a  
cloud-based search framework, to host a copy of the phone in a  
virtual environment.As part of security, there is a two-stage  
process that is considered a review mechanism. In the first stage, 

 application evaluation is carried out, followed by tool analysis. During  
this time, application activity is monitored and data is collected and sent to the server. System
 information is only shown when the device is  
asleep to avoid and reduce data transfer overhead. In the second step,  

the data collected from the device is analyzed. Paranoid Android uses  
ClamAV-based antivirus software to scan files.[8] 
 
E. DroidScope  

 
The author of DroidScope argued that he has the right to ensure that  
the attack can be detected even at the main level through DroidScope.  
Providing human analysts with a set of APIs to customize their analyticsneeds also thwarts at

tackers' goals of obfuscating analytics.  
DroidScope is built on top of the QEMU emulator. Similarly, DroidScope is an application-
oriented virtual machine introspection (VMI),dynamic  
analysis framework. Unlike other dynamic analysis, it does not exist in  

the simulator, it creates semantics at the operating system and Dalvik  
level from outside the simulator. 
Security Solution Comparison - Android OS.[4] 

 

 

 

Conclusion :- 

 

The most used mobile operating system today is Android. Android has       some technical featur

es. However, there are threats and attacks such as   malware applications on the platform. Beca

use malware on the Android     platform brings with it many dangers. The security of the Android 

operating system is important to protect personal information and user privacy. This  article exa

mines the security attacks and problems of the Android operatingsystem. Various solutions are a
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lso reviewed in this article to prevent and   manage security attacks and issues in Android operat

ing system. Some  of the futurework on the Android operating system is focused on how Android

 security can be improved in the future. 
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